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FROM A PARENT

“As a nurse practitioner, I appreciate your comprehensive informative reply as well as the exceptional oversight and care of the athletes. Like all we have seen and experienced at Princeton, you and the medical team are dedicated to excellence and provide “above and beyond care” of students and their parents. Truly, thank you.”
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FROM
THE ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF GRADUATE STUDENT LIFE & DIVERSITY INITIATIVES

“Thank you for an amazing workshop on stress management for our students. Your presentation was impressively tailored to the needs and experiences of students... Thank you for always being there for us.”
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FROM A STUDENT

“I have defended my thesis and am all set to participate in the graduation. I want to thank you for all your help and kindness over the last years. I was very fortunate to be a part of your group and the sessions were definitely a major contributor in my being able to finish my PhD.”
Welcome to the 117th Annual Meeting of The Auxiliary to the Isabella McCosh Infirmary. For over a century, The Auxiliary has partnered with University Health Services to maintain high quality health care and increase awareness of health services. Our financial support and volunteer hours help make McCosh Health Center more welcoming, cheerful and effective for students, parents and staff. Our funds provide for purchases of specialized equipment and software, Web design services, professional journal subscriptions, and exceptional staff training/travel opportunities. We are as traditional as fresh flowers, hand delivered by the House Committee, and as up-to-date as providing USB ports in new bedside lamps. Concluding my second year as President, I am grateful for the steady guidance and sure advice of president emerita Karen Fuchs.

As you know, our efforts are measured both in volunteer time and dollars allocated. FY 2018 was a relatively quiet year for volunteers, although FluFest and sports physicals will never go away.

Second, in terms of dollars, the financial requests have continued to be on the large side, with a therapeutic spa tub for Athletic Medicine ($45,000) and a request for professional development funds ($40,000).

The Auxiliary Board remained resolutely committed to both the Special Needs Fund and supporting the costs of standard lab tests, ensuring that sufficient funds are held in reserve. The five year agreement for us to fund the standard lab tests from Hibben Fund income was up for review in FY 2018, but the terms of the renewal are still in process as insurance picks up more of the testing costs.

The Board stays abreast of campus health issues by hosting guest speakers from UHS and other offices at its quarterly meetings. This year we heard from the Office of the Dean of the Graduate School, the Office of Disability Services, and Counseling and Psychological Services. In April we again met at Jadwin Gym and toured Caldwell Field House to see our latest purchase for the Athletic Medicine’s facilities – a therapeutic spa tub.

Looking ahead, the outlook for FY 2019 seems a little quieter than the past two years, and I am looking forward to the conclusion of discussions on a recognition program for donors, staff, and students.
Today we welcome our newest members Pamela Klebanov and Suzanne Carroll, elected in June 2017. And deepest thanks are due to Linda Hayes who has submitted her resignation.

Finally, I want to call out the Board’s committee chairs and Secretary Els Paine; and also Janet Finnie, Director of UHS, who serves as our liaison. She cares deeply about health services at Princeton, and values the work we do to support its mission. Her quarterly reports to the board keep us informed of the activities and upcoming challenges at Health Services. Her openness to new Auxiliary initiatives, such as the Reunions Open House, was much appreciated as we consider ways to expand awareness of The Auxiliary’s mission and accomplishments.

Sincerely

Dorothy Bedford
President

FROM
THE PROVOST TO THE PHYSICIAN, GLOBAL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH

“...I understand that you worked tirelessly over the break to assist one of our students who was ill. I wanted to thank you for your willingness to put personal plans on hold in order to address the needs of this student and provide him and his parents the necessary support. Supporting our students, staff and scholars in challenging times is the sign of a strong community. Thank you for the very important work you do.”
Quality Improvement

**Accreditation:** The QI department facilitated the Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health Care, Inc. triannual (AAAHC) survey during the spring of 2018. Once again, UHS received re-accreditation and received very positive reviews by the surveyors.

**Gallup Survey Regarding Employee Engagement:** A significant improvement on overall employee engagement scores on the Gallup survey was observed for UHS in FY 2018 (91st percentile) relative to FY 2017 (83rd percentile). There were also positive shifts across all four Gallup Employee Engagement domains (i.e., Basic Needs, Management Support, Teamwork, and Growth) in FY 2018).

**QI Maturity:** A QI Maturity scale used by UHS was implemented to help the UHS QI program assess its strategic impact within UHS. The tool specifically identifies features of an organization that may enhance or impede quality improvement efforts; and monitors the impact of initiatives to create a more favorable environment for QI. The Overall QI Growth & Maturity of UHS significantly increased from previous years (i.e., FY 2016 = 57% vs. 73% in FY 2017 vs. 80% in FY 2018) and correlates well with our completion rate of QI strategic planning activities from Slv2 (i.e., overall completion rate for the UHS Quality Goal was 73% in FY 2017 and 81% in FY 2018). This suggests that the QI measure has good construct/predictive validity, and that UHS has seen significant QI growth/maturity due to our strategic efforts this past year.

Counseling & Psychological Services —Improving the Efficiency and Effectiveness of Direct Service

**Initial Consultations:** The biggest change this year for CPS was the implementation of the Initial Consultation System. Instead of scheduling students for the first available intake (intakes last 60 minutes), CPS created 20-minute initial consultation appointments. Because these appointments were briefer, CPS could schedule many more of these for each working day, thereby increasing students’ access to services.

CPS conducted 1,460 Initial Consultations this year. Student satisfaction with the initial consultations has been high. 94% of students were satisfied or very satisfied with the counselor’s ability to protect their confidentiality; and 87% of students were satisfied or very satisfied with the outcome of the meeting.

The system has been extremely successful in reducing the wait times for initial appointments by half. This year (September 2017 to May 2018), the average wait time for an initial appointment was 5 days, and for much of the year, CPS had initial consultations available within 2 days of the contact. Almost a third of our students were able to meet with a counselor for an initial consultation within 1-2 days, and 80% of all students were able to meet with a counselor within a week of their initial contact. CPS has seen utilization at CPS increase by 20% since the launch.
Clinical Treatment Coordinator: CPS successfully developed a new Clinical Treatment Coordinator (CTC) who is tasked with assisting students in connecting to clinicians in the community for treatment outside of CPS. The CTC maintains an updated list of community providers and keeps up to date on their availability and specialty areas, tracking students of concern to ensure that they maintain consistent follow-up with their outside clinicians.

Exclusive Provider Network: UHS, CPS, and the Student Health Plan office were able to launch an Exclusive Provider Network (EPN) in September of this year. The EPN is made up of 80 community providers including psychologists, social workers, and psychiatrists in the community who have agreed to accept the Princeton Student Health Plan and only charge students a $20 co-pay for treatment. Launching the EPN has dramatically increased access to ongoing therapy for students.

Protocall: CPS contracted with ProtoCall to provide first-line telephone support to students seeking CPS and Sexual Harrassment/Assault Advising, Resources, & Education (SHARE) assistance after hours. Students can now reach a ProtoCall counselor directly by calling the main number after hours, instead of having to initiate contact through the Infirmary.

Gatekeeper Training: Gatekeeper training is an essential part of a comprehensive public health approach towards decreasing student suicides and improving mental health. CPS continued to facilitate Princeton Distress Awareness & Response (PDAR) workshops, training over 500 students, faculty and staff this year.

Special Needs Fund
The Special Needs Fund (SNF), donated by the Auxiliary to the Isabella McCosh Infirmary, is used to provide financial assistance to eligible graduate and undergraduate students who are not in a position to pay healthcare bills for needs such as dental care, ER visits, surgery, specialist visits, mental health care, eye glasses and transport to appointments. In FY2018 the fund provided a total of $32,225 helping 137 students with their health needs.

Infirmary—Improvement in Service Indicators
Last year, the entire UHS nursing and Infirmary staff completed Delivering Culturally Competent Nursing Care (2012), a self-guided continuing education workbook, in an effort to build cultural competency and learn how to apply these skills to patient care situations.

Medical Services—Pre-Visit Screenings
In FY18 a pre-visit screening (PVS) initiative was successfully implemented. Patients now receive a questionnaire after registering for preventive and comprehensive health visits. The overarching goal of the PVS initiative is to identify opportunities to intervene, using evidence based behavioral health screening questions, with students who may be at increased risk for poor health outcomes.

Sincerely

Janet Finnie, Director, University Health Services
# TREASURER’S ANNUAL REPORT

**June 30, 2018**

## Balance – PNC Bank June 30, 2017  $ 47,783.16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receipts</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dues</td>
<td>$19,010.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretionary Dues</td>
<td>$520.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$19,530.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disbursements</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tax Preparation &amp; Reporting</td>
<td>$1,025.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D&amp;O Insurance</td>
<td>$1,632.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Operating Expenses</td>
<td>$32.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>$3,950.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Committee</td>
<td>$5,817.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden Committee</td>
<td>$1,337.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretionary</td>
<td>$741.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$14,537.50</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Balance – PNC Bank June 30, 2018  $ 52,775.66

## Balance – Auxiliary Account 50515-B0532 June 30, 2017  $21,783.83

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receipts</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dues</td>
<td>$13,585.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disbursements</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>$8,256.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Balance - Auxiliary Account 50515-B0532 June 30, 2018  $27,112.80

## Total Available Funds – June 30, 2018  $ 79,888.46

Respectfully submitted,

![Signature]

Linda Hayes
Treasurer

All monies raised, except for printing and mailing this booklet and acknowledgements of contributions, are used for the health and well-being of Princeton students.
**ENDOWMENT ACCOUNTS**
MANAGED BY PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

**June 30, 2018**

### Endowment Accounts (Book Value as of May 31, 2018):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infirmary Endowment*</td>
<td>$434,683.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Davidson Hibben</td>
<td>$10,003.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Stuart</td>
<td>$100,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Board Memorial Fund</td>
<td>$287,652.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Endowment Accounts (Market Value as of May 31, 2018):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infirmary Endowment*</td>
<td>$44,039,145.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Davidson Hibben</td>
<td>$1,265,948.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Stuart</td>
<td>$2,522,389.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Board Memorial Fund</td>
<td>$431,963.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Operating Accounts (YTD balance as of June 30, 2018):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Davidson Hibben</td>
<td>$13,059.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Stuart</td>
<td>$16,956.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Board Memorial Fund</td>
<td>$28,833.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Infirmary Endowment was established by a gift from the Auxiliary. Since 1909 the expenditures of investment income from this fund have been under the direct control of the University.

---

**FROM A FAMILY MEMBER**

“Sincere blessings and many thanks. It’s been a blessing to the able to reside in the McCosh Infirmary during this trial.”

---
RECENT AUXILIARY PROJECTS

Medical Services
- Special Needs Fund to pay dental, vision, transportation and prescription expenses for students on financial aid
- New bed for the Infirmary
- Infirmary bedside lamps with USB charging ports
- Lab expenses
- Furniture for exam rooms, clinical and psych services, and other spaces
- Two stretcher chairs for exam rooms
- Medical delivery exam rooms fit-out

Counseling and Psychological Services
- Protocall, a pilot program for after-hours telephonic access to behavioral health services by certified mental health professionals
- Kognito’s At-Risk for Students, an on-line behavioral health awareness education and training

SHARE (Sexual Harassment/Assault Advising, Resources And Education)
- Interactive flowchart on website

Health Promotion and Prevention
- Peer Health Advisor programs and secure website
- Text notification tool
- Medicat (medical management application) – extended to all UHS providers/services, to improve management of student health data
- Professional development funds

Athletic Medicine
- Therapeutic twin spa tub(hot/cold) for treating sore muscles and addressing heat illness emergencies
- Vital signs and oxygen saturation diagnostic equipment
- Toro Workman utility vehicle for trainer/injured athlete transport
- Wall-mounted RedCord rehabilitative unit for Dillon PT room

Volunteer Program
The Auxiliary provides administrative support to University Health Services. The following are examples of ways the organization assisted on campus this year:
- Helped to direct freshman student-athletes through the health center during sports physical days at the beginning of the academic year.
- Provided personnel support at Meningitis B immunization clinics and the annual FluFest where thousands of students were immunized.
- Greeted alumni at McCosh Health Center during Reunions.
ENDOWED ROOMS

The Carroll Baldwin, 1894, Room, endowed in his memory by his sister, Mrs. William Kelly Prentice.

The Anna Mitchell Eisenhart Room, endowed in her memory by her sister, Mrs. S. Fahs Smith.

The Idabelle Firestone Room, endowed by Mr. and Mrs. Harvey S. Firestone.

The Sarah C. Hunt Room, endowed in her memory by the will of her husband, Professor Theodore W. Hunt.

The Louis Ellsworth Laflin Room, endowed in his memory by his wife, Josephine Knowland Laflin.

The J. Dundas Lippincott Convalescing Room, endowed in his memory by Mrs. Archibald Barklie.

The Andrew McCosh, 1877, Operating Room, endowed in his memory by the women of New Jersey.

The Alice Gertrude Pack Mother’s Room, endowed by Mrs. Charles Lathrop Pack.

The Princeton Theological Seminary Solarium, Gift of Mr. E. Francis Hyde.

The William Cooper Procter, 1883, Room, endowed in his memory by Mrs. William Cooper Procter.

The James Theodore Walker, 1927, Laboratory, endowed in his memory by Mr. and Mrs. Gerard B. Lambert.

The James Theodore Walker, 1927, X-ray Room, endowed in his memory by Mr. and Mrs. Gerard B. Lambert.

ENDOWED BEDS

The Harriette Foote Armour Bed, endowed in her memory by her daughter, Mrs. Walter Lowrie.

The Horatio Biglow Ballard, 1929, Bed, endowed in his memory by Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lathrop Ballard.

The Blair Bed, endowed by Mrs. D. Clinton Blair and Mrs. C. Ledyard Blair.

The Ella Fuller Brawner Bed, endowed by Alexander H. Jr., Miss Maybelle F. and W. P. Fuller Brawner.

The Edwin R. Campbell, M.D., Bed, endowed in his memory by William D. Campbell, Class of 1930.

The Grover Cleveland Bed, endowed in his memory by Mrs. Thomas J. Preston and her children.

The Cornelius C. Cuyler, 1879, Bed, endowed in his memory by Miss Eleanor de Graff Cuyler.

The Julie Victor Davis Bed, endowed in her memory by Mr. J. Lionberger Davis.

The Marion Lionberger Davis Bed, endowed in her memory by Mr. John D. Davis.

The Earl Dodge, 1879, Bed, endowed in his memory by Mrs. William C. Osborn.

The Sarah Hoadley Dodge Bed, endowed in her memory.

The Mary C. Dulles Bed, endowed by the Mary C. Dulles Estate.

The Richard M. Eppler, 1947, Bed, endowed in his memory by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. Rufus Eppler.

The Faculty Bed, endowed by Mrs. Charles W. McAlpin.

The Wilson Fleming Bed, endowed by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Matthew C. Fleming.

The Martha Howard Frick Bed, endowed in her memory by Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Frick.

The Walter L. Foulke, 1905, Bed, endowed in his memory by Mrs. Walter L. Foulke.

The Kenneth Sawyer Goodman, 1906, Bed, endowed in loving memory by his parents Mr. and Mrs. William Owen Goodman.
The Harold Reid Gray, 1911, Bed, endowed by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Steele Gray.

The Dr. Frank Hartley, 1877, Bed, endowed by legacy under his will.

The Sarah C. Hunt Bed, endowed in her memory by the will of her husband, Professor Theodore W. Hunt.

The Dr. William Smith Lalor, 1869, Bed, endowed by bequest of his widow.

The Mrs. Francis G. Landon Memorial Bed, endowed by her daughters, Miss Adelaide Landon and Mrs. Philip MacG. Parker.

The Edwin A. S. Lewis, 1891, Bed, endowed by his sister, Mrs. Charles Merrill Chapin.

The Mrs. Walter Lloyd-Smith Bed, endowed by her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Wilton Lloyd-Smith.

The Dr. David Magie Bed, endowed by bequest of his widow.

The Margaret McCosh Magie Bed.

The Nettie Fowler McCormick Bed, endowed by Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus H. McCormick.


The Alexander Guthrie McCosh Bed, endowed in his memory by Mrs. Alexander Maitland.

The Isabella Guthrie McCosh Bed, endowed in her memory by Mrs. Alexander Maitland and Mrs. David Magie.

The George H. Morgan Bed, endowed by Miss Caroline L. Morgan.

The Morton Bed, endowed by Mrs. Joy Morton and Mr. Sterling Morton.

The Stephen S. Palmer Bed.


The Maria Prentice Bed, endowed in her memory by her son, Mr. Samuel McC. Hamill, and her daughter, Mrs. Samuel W. Lambert Jr.


The Percy Rivington and Albertina Shelton Pyne Bed, endowed in their memory by Mrs. M. Taylor Pyne.

The Phoebe Schwaub Rentschler Bed, endowed in her memory by her daughter, Mrs. Sidney D. Waldon.

The Mary Ely Richardson Bed, endowed in her memory by Mrs. E. C. Richardson.

The Margaret Allison Roebing Bed, endowed in her memory by Mrs. William Townsend White.

The Algernon Brooke Roberts Bed, endowed by Mrs. George B. Roberts.

The Philip Ashton Rollins, 1889, Bed, endowed by Mrs. Philip Ashton Rollins.

The Howard F. Rothschild, 1921, Bed, endowed in his memory by Mrs. Simon Rothschild.


The Mary Crane Russell Bed, endowed by Mrs. E. A. Russell.

The Allen Egbert Starr Bed, endowed by his parents, Dr. and Mrs. M. Allen Starr.

The Arthur Richmond Taber, 1917, Bed, endowed in his memory by Mr. and Mrs. Sydney R. Taber.

The Narcissa Thorne Bed, endowed by Mr. and Mrs. James Ward Thorne.

The Mrs. Keghinée A. Tiryakian Bed, endowed by Mrs. Tiryakian.

The Titusville, PA, Bed, endowed by the women of Titusville.

The Charles Richard Williams, 1875, Bed, endowed in his memory by his wife, Mrs. Bertha Williams.


The Lawrence C. Woods, 1891, Memorial Bed, endowed by legacy under the will of his brother, Edward A. Woods.
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMORIAL FUND

The Executive Board Memorial Fund of the Auxiliary to the Isabella McCosh Infirmary was established in 1995 in memory of Margrette (Marnie) Brown W36, a board member for 31 years. Donations are made to this endowment by Life Members and other friends. The earnings are used by the Auxiliary to improve the health and well-being of Princeton students. The following donors contributed to the fund during the 2017-18 academic year.

In memory of Mrs. Elizabeth K. Baumann P73 P76 g03 g07
Marcelline and John Baumann ’73 P03 P07
Mary and Joseph Pesaresi

In memory of Richard (Rick) F. Modica ’99 on the 20th anniversary of his death
Angela Marie and Frank Modica P99

In memory of Phyllis R. Schmucki W41 P74 P77 P82 g07
Stephen F. Bryns ’77
Deborah DeVries F
Carolyn and Joseph Labatt ’75 P07 P15
Diane L. Colasanto F41
Judy, Jody, Carl, Guy and Fred Erdman
Elizabeth B. Lippincott ’82

Others who contributed to the fund

- Michael and Nancy Aboff P09
- Dr. Abena Addo P18
- Carolyn and Timothy Ainslie P17
- Susan and Thomas Avsec P04 P06
- Dorothy L. Bedford ’78
- Susan S. and Rodman Benedict P10
- Mrs. Roberta G. Bennett W58 P89
- David and Joan Bowen P20
- Mary Ellen Bowen g20 g21
- Dr. Jane Rohlf Boyer P00 P03
- Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Brown, Jr. ’61 P86
- Mrs. Elia Buck W46 P77 P81 g13 g17 g21
- Mrs. Judith Stanley Burks S55 P79
- Ms. Leslie A. Carruth P14
- Mrs. Harpinder Kaur Chima M.S. P08
- Barbara Griffin Cole ’82 *85 S81 P12 P17
- Cecilia G. Coyle P09
- Paul Domingue and Aster Yilma P06
- Franklin L. Earle P98
- Bruce and Story Ebersole P07 P09
- James and Melinda Edwards P08
- Charles and Patricia Elcan P17
- Mrs. Jane V. Engel P86 g19 g21
- Erdman, Judith Peck W46
- Bertrand Facon and Nicola Ferrier Facon P18 P20
- Drs. Chandani Fernando and Bruno Cole P18
- Karen R. Fuchs P13
- Linda S. Hayes P04 P07 P10
- Michael and Rose Mary Hoy P13 P16
- Philippe and Zahia Jabre P09 P13 P21
- Mrs. J. Luther King, Jr. P93 P98
- The Rev. Louise Lauck Kingston S62 P87 P92
- Sally Kuser Lane W34 P72 P78 P79 P84
- Thomas Kei Man Lau and Irene Yau P19
- Dr. Graham Lord and
- Dr. Noreen Goldman P09 P18
- Mr. Charles F. Lowrey, Jr. ’79 and
- Ms. Susan T. Rodriguez S79 P18
- Lauragene Katz Lyons P07
- Karen R. and Michael J. Mardy ’70 P07
- Mark and Lisa Fuller McMahon P13 GS, P17
- Matthew P. Morgan ’85 P15
- Clement and Elizabeth Nahmias P01
- Els N. Paine ’86 S85 p16 P19
- Dr. Carol S. Portlock P01
- Mr. Donald E. Priest P07
- Mr. and Mrs. W. Taylor Reveley III ’65 P96
- P00 P05 P12
- Jane Gregg Schowalter
- Inez Z. Scribner S58 P88 g16
- Susan M. Sherrerd ’86 P17 P21
- Ms. Julie A. Slocum P12
- Dr. and Mrs. John J. Solic ’72 P01
- Diana Stark and J. Stuart Francis ’74 P11 P13
- Martha B. Stewart P81
- Mrs. Sally P. Sword ’81 W46 P76
- Eva Talel P10
MEMORIAL PLAQUE FOR DECEASED LIFE MEMBERS

Names of Deceased Life Members are inscribed on a plaque in McCosh Health Center. Life Members whose deaths were recently reported are listed below:

Elizabeth R. Buttenheim S44 P73 P81 of Avon, CT
(d. May 2018) – Life Member since 1985, Board Member 1982-2009, Board Secretary 1986-1997

Mary Schaeffer Cist S42 P80 P82 P85 g11 g19 of Wilmington, DE
(d. February 10, 2008) – Life Member since 2008

Judith Peck Erdman W46 of Skillman, NJ
(d. June 8, 2018) – Life Member since 1992, Board Member 1991-2010, Board Secretary 1998-2000

Mrs. Howland A. (Shirley B.) Fowler W51 P85 P91 of Bethesda, MD
(d. July 26, 2017) – Life Member since 1983

Mr. Charles F. (Mary) Lowrey P75 P79 g18 of San Francisco, CA
(d. November 26, 2016) – Life Member since 1976

Mrs. Henry D. (Dr. Deborah Smith) Onken S53 P87 of St. Louis, MO
(d. April 18, 2016) – Life Member since 1985

Mrs. Gloria C. Pong P91 of Hong Kong, P.R.C. – Life Member since 1987

Helen M. Salerno P86 of Monroe Township, NJ
(d. October 23, 2014) – Life Member since 2015, Honor Roll Member (32 years)

Mrs. Erwin H. (Charlene P.) Schiff of Alexandria, VA
(d. January 19, 2013) – Life Member since 1987

Phyllis R. Schmucki W41 P74 P77 P82 g07 of Skillman, NJ
(d. May 15, 2018) – Life Member since 2017, Honor Roll Member (50 years)

SPECIAL MEMORIALS

The Solarium in memory of Jean Enfild Perkins

The Reception Room and Clinic in memory of Virginia Cooper Williams and Mildred Underwood Morgan

The Parent’s Suite in memory of Janet Frantz Cottier

The Janet C. Morgan Health and Wellness Library in memory of Janet C. Morgan
**MEMBERSHIP**

**July 1, 2017 – June 30, 2018**

**A**

Aboff, Michael and Nancy P09
Addo, Dr. Abena P18
Aguas, Rebecca and Roberto P18 P19
Ainslie, Carolyn and Timothy P17
Akhmetzhanov, Talgat and
   Gulmira Danenova P20
Albrecht, Susan and Brian P18
Alvarez, Dr. Luis and Christine P19
Amorosso, John and Tammy P19
Anderson, Paul and Sharon Bennett P17
Armstrong, Mr. Howard ’77 P18
Asante, Lori and Kofi Ofosu-Asante P21
Avsec, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P04 P06

**B**

Baek, Thomas ’89 P20
** Baumann, Marcelline V. S73 P03 P07
* Beale, Juliet M. P04
Beale, Rebecca and Frank P14
* Beard, Mrs. Hoyt S. P05
Beaulieu, Dr. Lynn and AnnMarie P15
Bedford, Dorothy L. ’78
** Behncke, Rebecca P00 P02 P06
Benedict, Susan S. and Rodman P10
Bennett, Mrs. Roberta G. W58 P89
Berger, Collin M. ’14
   (In honor of Thomas L. Pritchard ’55 g14)
Birkenbach, Pablo and
   Adriana Pardo P21 P22
Blanco, Mr. and Mrs. Edilberto P18
Bodurian, Dr. Edward and Ellen P16
** Bojko, Mitzi P93 P94
* Bosetti, Dr. John P17
Bowen, David and Joan Tammy
** Bowen, Mary Ellen W*58 g20 g21
Boyer, Dr. Jane Rohlf P00 P03
*** Boyle, Mrs. Hilary M. P86
Brachman, Dr. Ronald J. ’71 P12
Brenner-Gati, Dr. Leona ’75 P08 P13
Brizo, Ms. Lani B. P18
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Jr. ’61 P86
Brown, Martha Berlin ’84 P16
Brown, Robert Clarke P19
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. William Hill IV P20
Bryns, Stephen F. ’77
   (In memory of Phyllis R. Schmucki W41
   P74 P77 P82 g07)
Budesa, Catherine P16
Buck, Mrs. Elia W46 P77 P81 g13 g17 g21
Buck, Mr. and Mrs. James III ’81 P17 P21
** Burke, Diane P99
Burks, Judith Stanley S55 P79
* Burt, Candice P03
Burton, Dr. John P19
* Butts, Dr. Timothy J. *72 and
   Susan D. Harrington P08

** C **

Cameron, Alma F. P93
*** Cammerzell, Frederick E. III ’72
   Campbell, Anthony and Marianne P20
* Carranza, Mrs. Nancy L. P06
* Carroll, Suzanne P09
Carruth, Ms. Leslie Anne P14
Castellon, Lorenzo and Sonia P14
Chadwick, John and Laura P19
* Chadwick, Maria and Kelly P08
Chai, Dr. Jessie and Mr. Thomas Poor P19
Chang, Dr. Angela E. ’89 P18
*** Chang, Mrs. Shu H. P85
Chen, James and Judy P18
Chen, Xue Jie P18
Cheong, Patricia and Kong P20
Cheong, Yeongtae P15
   (In honor of Andrew Cheong ’15)
Chima, Mrs. Harpinder Kaur M.S. P08
Choi, Mr. Jae L. P19
Chomiczewski, John P20
Chu, Tu P17
** Church, Mr. S. Thomas Jr. P00
Clarke, Shaun and Catherine P18
** Cobb, Mrs. Katharine Ashley P99
   (In memory of Joan Taylor Ashley,
   daughter of Dean Hugh Stott Taylor)
*** Cobianchi, Mrs. Phyllis Linda P86
Cook, Bill and Carol P18
Coito, Fred Jr. P16
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Colasanto, Diane L. F41
(In memory of Phyllis R. Schmucki W41
P74 P77 P82 g07)
Cole, Barbara Griffin ’82 *85 S81 P12 P17
Colella, Thomas V. P12
* Coogan, Keith and Roxanne P04
Cook, William and Carol P18
Copeland, Trent and Erin P19
* Coyle, Cecilia G. P09
** Croog, Mrs. Frumie P99
Crowell, Emily P14 P18

D
D’Amato, Mary Jane and Cyrus P13 P15
Desrosiers, Yves P21
DeVries, Deborah F.
(In memory of Phyllis R. Schmucki W41
P74 P77 P82 g07)

dias, Henrique and Veronica P21
* Dicovitsky, Laura and Gary P11
(In honor of Jessie Dicovitsky ‘11)
DiGennaro, Dana and David P19
** Dominick, Mrs. Margaret R. P01
Domingue, Paul and Aster Yilma P06
D’Onofrio, Mr. Joseph ’78 P14
* Doneger, Valerie P05
Dong, Zhiliin and Xiaolin Zhang P21
*** Dortzbach, Mrs. Richard K. S59 P91 P93
Drabick, Caryl and Michael P15 P15
Drach, Renee and Edward P13
Dukeman, Pamela and Stephen P17
Dunay, Joseph M. and Bonnie P18

E
Earle, Franklin L. P98
* Ebersole, Bruce and Story P07 P09
Edwards, Charles D. and Ruth Neilan P12
Edwards, James M. and Melinda M. P08
*** Einhorn, Ellie P87 g16
Elcan, Charles and Patricia Frist P17
Elig, Steven P20
*** Engel, Mrs. Jane V. P86 g19 g21
* Engels, Joseph and Merritt P11
Engstrom, Elizabeth and Erik P21
Ennis, Suzanne and John P19
Erdman, Judith Peck W46
Erdman, Judy, Jody, Carl, Guy and Fred
(In memory of Phyllis R. Schmucki W41
P74 P77 P82 g07)
** Erera, Mr. and Mrs. Laurence E. P93 P98
Espino, Sandy and Steve P14

Esquer, Cindy and William P14
Evans, Robert Collin P21

F
Facon, Nicola Ferrier and Bertrand P18 P20
Farley, Carrie P14
Farmer, Patti and Matthew ’83 P20
** Fenoy, April Shepherd P97 P99
Fernando, Mrs. Chandani and
Bruno Cole P18
** Flannery, Frank and Gail P95 P97
** Fox, Elizabeth P94 P00
Frain, Bryan and Amy P18
*** Fockler, Mrs. Mary Z. P81 g17
** Frank, Claus H.’69
(In memory of Mrs. Hans K. Frank P69)
Frisca, Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore A. P15 P19
* Fuchs, Karen R. P13

G
* Gallagher, Mary and Richard P06
Garfunkel, Jeffrey A. and
Rebecca M. P20
** Gehret, Lor and Michael ’69 P01
*** Gertz, Mrs. Charlotte Pickman P63
** Getek, George and Ellen P99
Gibson, David and Liz Cox P14
** Giovinazzo, Iris and Vincent P95
Glackin, Jim and Paula P17
Goettee, James and Joyce P21
** Goldsmith, Scott ’67 and Yvonne P00
Goldstein, Adam and Cheryl P18
Gong, Shaowei and Mei Hu P16
Grabski, Mikiko and Andrzej P18
* Grant, Joan and Robert ’67 P02 P07
Grous, Carolyn and Paul P12
Grove, Richard E. Jr. ’79 and
Theresa Mady P14
** Gunter, Mrs. Ben B. Jr. P94
Gurgul, Beth P18
Guty, Joe and Angela P13

H
Hackett, Katharine B.’79
Hadley, Peter and Sara P18
Halem, Dan and Michele P18
Hallock, Tom and Allison P17
Harrington, Karen and Kevin P19
* Haskell, Marlene P03
Hayes, Linda S. P04 P07 P10
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Heidorn, Erin P20
** Heiner, Marlene and Karl P94
*** Herman, Mrs. Sheila H. P88
Herrmann, Kurt and Anne Huckle P17
* Holligan, Lynn and Dennis P04
* Holt, Deborah G. P09
Hoy, Michal and Rose Mary P13 P16
Hsu, Ms. Lan-Ting S92 P21 P22
Huang, Su-Jan and Chung-Ho P16
Hunt, Dr. John T. P19
Huven, Desiree P19

I
Inoue, Hiro P19
*** Isaacson, Elaine P87 P89

J
Jabre, Philippe and Zahia P09 P13 P21
** Jefferion, Deborah M. P99
Jenkins, Lisa Gillespie ’80 P17
** Johnson, Maria-Teresa P91 P95
* Johnston, Joan and Kevin P03

K
* Kalvaria, Mrs. Barbara S79 P08 P12
P14 P18
Kamba, Drs. Thompson and Ellen Sigauke P19
Kassinis, Dr. Georgios I. *97 P21
** Kattak, Elizabeth Palestis P95
Katz, Lauragene Lyons P07
Keiser, Judy P19
Kelly, Mr. Joe ’21
Kerkhof, Rudy and Maggie P18
*** Keuffel, Nancy H. P91 P94 P98
Khodak, Elena P16
Khodak, Dr. Mikhail ’16 *18
*** Kilpatrick, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis P92
Kimmel, Dr. Stephen ’84 and Alison Keel ’85 P17 P20
Kim, Mr. and Ms. Lee P21
Kingston, The Rev. Louise Lauck S62
P87 P92 K40
Klebanov, Dr. Pamela Kato *89 S*86
P16 P20
* Klink, Marianne P03
Knott, Robert and Catherine P21
Kracko, Karen and John Sacco P16
Krause, Phyllis M. P13
Kunkel, George and Elisabeth P17 P19
Kushan, Jeffrey and Mary P20
* Kutch, Evelyn A. and Harry P01

L
Labatt, Carolyn and Joseph ’75 P07 P15
(In memory of Phyllis R. Schmucki W41
P74 P77 P82 g07)
Lackey, Michael and Denise P14
* Lahey, Kathleen M. P04
Laird, Lisa P16
Lando, Lisa and Stephen P13
Lane, Sally Kuser W34 P72 P78 P79 P84
** Laster, Drs. James P. and Madlon T. P91
Lau, Thomas Kei Man and Oi Ling Irene Yau P19
* Leahy, Jacqueline J. ’06
** LeCates, Anne L. P94 P98
* Lee, Hsien-Che and Hui-Jung P09
Leigh, Lawrence and Jitka Vasek P19
Levenson, Edward R. P13
Levine, Allan and Karen P20
Lewien, Mary and David P15
Li, Chunhua and Ai Yang P18
Li, Ruixiang and Yu Kong P20
** Lide, Bettijooyce and David P99 P05
Lin, Ai Hong P18
* Lin, Mrs. Lorna P. P03
*** Lipsitz, Ethel Evans W55 P86
Lippincott, Elizabeth B. ’82
(In memory of Phyllis R. Schmucki W41
P74 P77 P82 g07)
Little, William P16
Liu, Dennis and Shauna Wang P18
Liu, Sophia P20
Liziewski, Sarah P18
Loprete, Larry and Mary P19
Lord, Drs. Graham and Noreen Goldman P09 P18
Loughlin, James and Alison P19
Lowrey, Charles F. Jr. ’79 and Susan Rodriguez P18
** Lumeng, Ms. Pauline P92 P01
** Lux, Carla and Craig P03

M
MacMillan, Daniel and Juleann Fallgatter P20
Maeclin, Thomas R. P18
Maiden, Michael and Stacey P19
Mandelbaum, Jay P. ’84 P17 P20 P22
** Manfredonia, Donald and Michele P00
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Manicone, Geoffrey P21
Mardy, Karen R. and Michael J. '70 P07
Marinacci, Daril and Lisa Kawaguchi P19
Marsh, Reid '82 and Mary P13 P15 P18
Martinez, Sergio and Ana Lopez P21
McDonough, John M. '66 and Susan J. Moran P18
*** McGonigal, Mrs. Clara S. P88 g13 g15
McGrath, Douglas '81 and Jane Read Martin P20
McGrath, Kevin and Linda P21
McGregor, Barbara P20
McLain, Bruce Hardy P21
** McKinnon, Mrs. Gail T. P95
McMahon, Mark and Lisa Fuller P13 GS, P17
* Melore, Ellen and Thomas P03
Mendoza, Elias and Chizu P21
Milligan, Wendy and Craig P20
* Mills, Ms. Maura P09
Mingo, Dave and Mary P16
** Modica, Mrs. Angela Marie P99
(In memory of Richard F. Modica '99)
*** Morgan, Mrs. Elisabeth S46 P85 g15
Morgan, Matthew P. '85 P15
Mumm, John and Vera P21
Murphy, Michael and Anupama P19
Mytelka, Christine and Daniel’87 P17

N
Nahmias, Elizabeth P00
Nakai, Yuri and Robert Koehler P16
Newmark, Geraldine M. P18
Nichols, Nick and Linda P03
(In honor of Mr. P. Taylor Nichols ‘03)
* Nicholson, Martin and Laja Holland P10
** Niu, Dr. Chien-hua P93
(In memory of Susie C. Niu P93)
Noel, Irwin and Helen P21
Noordin, Shiraz and Shamin P19

O
** Orr, Patricia and Robert J. IV P96

P
Paine, Els Neukermans ’86 S85 P16 P19
Pansini, Mr. and Mrs. Michael P20
* Patterson, Martin and Dianne P03
Pearcy, Dr. Daniel and Dr. Mittida Raksanaves P18
Penmatcha, Drs. Ashok and Sunita P19
Pereira, Artur and Lina P18
Pereira, Jose and Fatima P21
Pesaresi, Joseph and Mary F
(In memory of Elizabeth K. Baumann P73 P76 g03 g07)
*** Petersen, Mrs. Jean S. P79 P82 g10
Peterson, Laraine P19
* Petry, Mary P02
Pham, My-Hanh Thi P11 P17
Piasevoli, Ivo and Ida P20
* Piselli, Mario and Caroline P06
Planeix, Jacqueline and Thomas Crocker P15
Pollack, Maddie and Leslie Oliver Cash P19
Pompi, Katherine and Mark P17
Portlock, Dr. Carol S. P01 P05
Preston, Kevin P. P21
Priest, Donald E. P07

R
Ramirez, Lizbeth and Eugenio Miranda P16
* Ramos, Dora and Jimmy P05
* Ramos-Mrosovsky, Milagros P04
Rechtschaffen, Clifford ‘78
(In memory of Mrs. Bernard
Rechtschaffen P75 P78 g21)
Rechtschaffen, Joyce ‘75 P21
Redmond, Lisa and Kevin P18
* Reinhardt, Brian J. and Rosemary P04
Reiser, Mark and Ruth P13
** Rettig, Marilyn S. P01 P04
Reveley, Mr. and Mrs. W. Taylor III
‘65 P96 P00 P05 P12
Robbins, Joyce E. ‘82
(In memory of Mrs. Ruth Rubin W57 P82)
* Robertson, Dr. Janice C. P10
** Rodriguez, Marcello and Mary P99
Rogers, Andy and Ginny P20
Rogers, Bennie P19
* Rolston, Ms. Margaux A. P10
* Rosenstein, Elliot and Laura Kushner P05 P08 P16
Rottblat, Howard and Gail P18
Ryan, Peter ‘07
* Ryan, Thomas E. and Patricia P07

S
Salerno, Joseph T. P84
(In memory of Helen M. Salerno P84)
Sanford, Lynn and Larry ‘72 P12
* Saretzky, Barry G. and R. Veronique P05
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Sawicki, David P20
Sayan, Dr. Osman R. ’87 P20
Scanlan, Bonnie and James P13
* Schiff, Drs. Patty and Arthur P12
Schmidt, Derrick and Linda P15
Schmucki, Mrs. Phyllis R. W41 P74 P77 P82 g07
Schneider, Rob and Tresa P19
* Schottel, Janet L. P03
Schowalter, Jane Gregg
* Scribner, Inez Z. S58 P88 g16
Sharp, Elizabeth and Jeff P14 P18
Sherrerd, Susan M. ’86 P17 P21
* Siliciano, Drs. Janet and Robert P08
Silverstein, Dr. Mark and Debbie P18
** Simmons, Barbara P00 P03
Singer, Peter and Heather Gilley P11 P18
Singleton, Anna and Donald P16
Slocum, Julie A. P12
Smalley, Walter and Louise Hanson P21
* Smyth, Malinda and Thomas Wagner P04
Solic, Dr. and Mrs. John J. ’72 P01
Son, Jung Y. P21
Son, Young So P199
** Sorensen, Ida Martin P01
Srinivas, Gangor P20
St. Julien, Geemps and Marie P18
** Stahl, Mr. and Mrs. Kermit P04 P06
Stark, Diana and J. Stuart Francis ’74 P11 P13
* Stavris, Linda F. P03
* Stefanski, Laura P09
Steinberg, Dr. Deborah E. P19
Stewart, Margaret B. P81
** Stolyar, Marina P00
Stuart, Catherine J. P17
Sue, Lipin F. P19
Suen, Wai K. P13
Sutcliffe, Dr. Catherine G. ’01
Sword, Sally Pitcher ’81 W46 P76
*** Szablak, Dolores P79

** T
Talel, Eva P10
Tang, Dr. Weimin and Liping Cai P16 P21
*** Taubman, Mrs. Edith P82
Tettelbach, Robert and Ellen Ungerleider P18
Thomas, Millicent B. S51
Thompson, Katherine and Douglas P18 P20
Thornton, Ana P19
** Tibbits, Dr. Mercedes Vidal P96
Tiwary, Sanjay and Bidula P17
Tsang, Gor Mau and Fun Fun Cong P21

U
Umansky, Steven and Lorena P17
*** Ungar, Mrs. Gertrude P74
* Usoro, Mary and Okon J. P10

V
Vance, Maura P20
Valerio, Jose P09
* Van Hook, Mrs. Paul Elliott P00
** Van Hooser, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert P99
Van Zytveld, Elizabeth and David P19
Vogler, Bernhard and Tania P21
Volpe, Nicholas and Francesca Mattone P16 P19

W
* Waldman, Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. P05 P09
Wallace, Marjorie G. S55 P84
Wang, Chunming and Lijun P17
Wang, Yuexia P19
Ward, Michael J. P18
Ward, Thomas Jr. *66 and Amy L. Plapp P19
*** Warren, Mrs. Adele P64
Waserstein, Rebecca P21
Webb, Steven G. and Dina-Marie P15
Wei, Mei-Chen and Yuh-Ping Tong P16
Weng, Xiaowei and Yi Li P15
Weng, David and May P18
Weng, Xiaowei and Yi Li P15
* Wertzberger, Stuart and Ina Haney P08
*** Weston, Mrs. Diane P84
* Weston, Marcia and Gerard P04
** Wiener, Margaret and John P01
Wildenhain, W. David P19
* Williams, Beverly P09
Witmer, Meryl and Chuck P20
Wolff, Dr. James and Barbara P17
Worthen, Betsy P13

X
Xu, Chibing and Sainan Feng P10
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Y
Yang, Maria Siff and Philip P19
Yaroshefsky, Cheryl P12
** Yoseloff, Darlene P96
*** Youngelson, James ’57 and Theresa P90
   (In memory of Mr. and Mrs. Irving Youngelson)

Z
Zawadsky, Dr. Mark ’81 P20
* Zech, Shannon L. P03
Zelenitz, Randy P21
Zhang, Hao and Mrs. Jing Hao P20
Zhang, Zhiyi and Jennifer P. Vuu P17
Zhou, Baocai P18

* Member 10-19 Years ** Member 20-29 Years *** Member 30 Years or More

MATCHING GIFTS CORPORATIONS
Bristol-Myers Squibb Fdn.
Google Inc. CP
Johnson & Johnson CP
The Merck Company Foundation CF
Pitney Bowes Inc. CP

LIFE MEMBERS
If you are a Life Member, unless otherwise designated, your subsequent donations will be deposited in The Auxiliary’s Executive Board Memorial Fund.

A
Abbott, G. Christopher
Abbott, Lillian M.
Aboff, Michael and Nancy P09
Addo, Dr. Abena P18
Adrianapolous, Mrs. Jenie and
Mr. Vassilis Valambous
Affleck Family Fund of the
Community Foundation of New Jersey
Ainslie, Carolyn and Timothy P17
Alexander, Dr. Charlotte P09
Al-Hamad, Mr. and Mrs. Abdlatif P94
Al Sayegh, Ahmed and Sallama P20
Allen, Mrs. Charles Jr.
Altman, Mrs. Deborah W.
Andress, Ursula P02
Armstrong, John and Rebecca P08
Armstrong, Dr. and Mrs. W. Mark
Avsec, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P04 P06
Azan, Raymond Naseef P19

B
Badwick, John and Carol Ann P11
Bailard, David and Lauren P16
Baird, Rosario Elena
Ball, C. Louise (In honor of Phillip Solomon ’06)
Banks, Andrew
Barker, Anne and George
Barron, Currie C. S74 P09 P11 P13 P17
Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. John P.
Baumann, Marcelline V. S73 P03 P07
Bedford, Dorothy L. ’78
Bedford, Nicholas and Stanislava P17
* Behncke, Rebecca P00 P02 P06
Beltran, John Paul and Lina P13
Bembenek, Mr. and Mrs. Alan P12
Benedict, Susan and Rodman P10
Bennett, Mrs. Roberta G. W58 P89
* Berger, Collin M. P14
   (In honor of Thomas L. Pritchard ’55 g14)
Berger, John and Nathalie P09 P12
Berkowitz, Robert and Kathleen P10
Berlind, Mrs. Roger S52 P95
Bernstein, Susan P15
Blanchard, Sandra A.
Blauvelt, Caroline P12
Blinder, Madeline
Boone, Mr. and Mrs. Garrett
Boucher, Donald R. P10
Bowen, David and Joan P20
Bowen, Edward P14
Bowen, Mary Ellen W*58 g20 g21
Bowen, Mrs. Naomi L.
Bowen, Dr. Pamela
Boyer, Dr. Jane Rohlf P00 P03
Bozman Family
Brady, Mrs. Nicholas
Brauer, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen F.
Brosens, Mr. and Mrs. Frank P10
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Jr.’61 P86
Brown, Ellen ’79 P13
Brown-Nazin, Laurie and Kenneth Nazin
Buck, Mrs. Elia W46 P77 P81 g13 g17 g21
Bullion, Mrs. James P. P69
Burgett, Brigitte and David P09
Burks, Judith Stanley S55 P79
Bush, Jennifer Kinsbruner
Buxton, Mrs. Julian T. Jr.
Byowitz, Michael and Ruth Holzer P07 P09

C
Carpenter, Mrs. Edmund N. II W42 P79
Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan P.
Carruth, Ms. Leslie Anne P14
Case, Stacey B. W79 P17
Case, Ann L.
Cavallaro, Raffael ’82
Cecil, John L. and Celia A. Felsher P11
Chandler, Liz and David ’80 P10
* Chang, Dr. Angela E. ’89 P18
Chao, Mrs. Anne S.
Chen, Helen ’80 P19 P19
Chen, Ying and Chunneng P13
Cheng, Anthony
Chima, Mrs. Harpinder Kaur M.S. P08
Chin, Kye Sook and Marco P07 P12
Chiusano, Mr. and Mrs. James M.’74 P04
Chou, Ai Yuh L.
Chung, Rex and Jenna P20
Cipriano, Mrs. Rose P78
Citron, Ulrika P15
Clark, Marcia
Clarke, Melanie and John P11
Cohen, Arthur S. and Cindy Brooks
Cohen, Lisa and Jim P13
Cohler, Mrs. Jonas P08

Cole, Barbara Griffin ’82 *85 S81 P12 P17
Consentino, Mrs. Sandra Clark P89
Corden, Drs. Tim and Sally P16
Corey, Barbara P99
Cowan, Mrs. Martin B.
Cox, Mrs. C. Paul II
Coyle, Cecilia G. P09
Cozean, Mrs. Charles H. Jr.
Crane, Anne Goheen
Crane, Dr. and Mrs. Martin ’65 P07
Crew, Mrs. Malcolm C.
Crisafulli, Jim and Rolanse P03
Culin, Mrs. Donna
Curtin, A. Kathleen Kelly P01

D
Daifotis, Christopher and Anastasia P14 P15
Daou, Dr. and Mrs. Raymond P06
Dash, Mr. and Mrs. Greg
(In honor of Lilli Dash ’08)
Day, Mrs. C. Sean
DeLuise, Anthony P11
Diaco, Mr. and Mrs. Anthony J. Sr. P98
Dicie, Janet P98
Dillman, Judith, M.D. P01
Domingue, Paul and Aster Yilma P06
D’Onofrio, Joseph ’78 P14
Donovan, Sarah Rose
Doorey, Andrew and Nancy
Dorrance, Jacquelyn W. Bennett P93
Duquella, Mrs. Maude

E
Earle, Franklin L. P98
Ebersole, Bruce and Story P07 P09
Eccles, Anne P13
Edelman, Bruce P14
Edwards, James M. and Melinda M. P08
Eig, Mrs. Susan W. P92
Elcan, Charles and Patricia Frist P17
Elkins, Virginia P11 P14
Elmore, Leonard and Gail P12
Engel, Mrs. Jane V. P86 g19 g21
* Engstrom, Elizabeth and Erik P21
Everest, Kafkas P10
Ewing, Mrs. Robert M.

F
Facon, Nicola and Bertrand P18 P20
Fei, Stella Shan
Femia, Nicholas R.’80 P14
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Fernandez, Wilfredo and Maria Bettina P12
Fernando, Drs. Chandani and Bruno Cole P18
Field, Alexander’10
Firestone, John D. ’66 P01
Fitz, Earl E. and Julianne P02 P08
Fleming, Marjorie H.
Foran, Nancy and Joe P08
Ford, William and Lisa P14
Foster, Debra ’92
Frederick, Mr. and Mrs. Kimber L.
Freauan, Varel D.
Frem, Nouhad P12
Frick, Mrs. Emily T. W42 P91
Fu, Ming-Xia ’87 P18 P21
Fuchs, Karen R. P13

G
Gailliot, Mary Louise P98 P00
Gallagher, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Gamba, Mrs. Jorge P07
Ganister, Ruth E.
Garrett, Mrs. Robert
Garwood, Mr. and Mrs. William Jr. P05
Gee, Philip and Nicola P17
* Gehret, Lor and Mike ’69 P01
Gibbons, Dr. Alice B. ’80 P13 P16
Gilligan, Philip P14
Gilman, Charles A. P09
Gilstad, Colleen MD P15
Gober, Dr. and Mrs. Robert P08
Goheen, Elizabeth A. M.
Grau, Keith E. P03
Griggs, Emmite and Cheryl P07
Gutstein, Mrs. Nancy S.

H
Haaga, Heather and Paul ’70 P03 P05
Hale, Mary and David P11
Hamilton, Mrs. Richard H.
Harbison, Mrs. Ralph W. II P91
Hariri, Dr. and Mrs. Robert P13
Harrington, Mrs. James A.
Harris, Paule A. P11
Hasse, Patricia P98
Haverstick, Jessica Whalen P08
Hawila, Salah and Elke P10 P12
Hayes, Linda S. P04 P07 P10
Heller, Lynda and Howard P05
Helmers, A. Glen’87 S87 P18 P19
Hendricks, Maureen P05
Herschthal, Mrs. Maty A. P06
Heyman, Mrs. Edythe P70
Hickle, Fay C. Gayle P10
Hilkene, Sally S. P04 P06
Hilger, Stuart and Denise P16
Hill, Ms. Barbara H. ’73
Hill, Mrs. Raymond D.
Hitz, Frederick P. ’61 P96
Hollo, D. Michael Jr. P10
Holman, Brian L. and Mary E. Tarduno P10
Holt, Carolyn and Kevin P09
House, Tim and Joy Nichols P15 P17
Hoy, Michael and Rose Mary P13 P16
Hsia, Hsing-Kuo and Huiling Lin P19 P21
Huang, Feng P10
Hubbard, Mrs. C. G.
Huebscher, Nathaniel ’10
Huen, Mr. and Mrs. Patrick P01
Hughes, Virginia and Thomas P17
Hugin, Mr. Robert J. ’76 P13 P17
Hurd, Gale P14
Husseini, Mrs. Teri A. P00

I
Igelhart, Dr. and Mrs. Iredell W. III P10
Ittemakin, Uungsana P04

J
Jabre, Philippe and Zahia P09 P13 P21
Jacobowitz, Marilyn and Glenn P15
Jaffin, Rosanna Webster W48 P77 P80 P82 P85
Jenkins, Lisa Gillespie ’80 P17
Jensen, Martha Fitzgerald P00
Jones, Sarah B. S66 P93 P97
Judge, Geoffrey and Mary Ann Casati P14
Julie, Dr. and Mrs. Neil P07

K
Kahan, Eileen, M.D. P02
Kalmbach, Cecilia Rice
Kalus, Mrs. Morton E.
Katen-Narvell, B. J.’78 S76 P08 P13
Katz, Lauragene Lyons P07
Kellogg, Luke and Estee P13
Kelly, Kevin and Lucy
Kelly-Pedersen, Ms. Barbara P12
Kerr, Mary Ann
Kessler, Dr. Michael and Andjela
Kestenman, Nathan and Mindy P11
Kiernan, Family of John S. and Lisa A. P10
Kim, Dr. Sangjoon’94 P17

* New Life Member
Kimmel, Edith M. P84 g17 g20
King, Mrs. J. Luther Jr. P93 P98
Kirkland, Lisa P20
Klein, Mrs. Melvyn
Klein, Phyllis A.
Kline, Tess P18
Klurfeld, Ruth S. P74
Kocmur, Dr. Elizabeth
Kumar, Shiv and Uma P09

L
Lane, Sally Kuser W34 P72 P78 P79 P84
Langfitt, Carolyn Payne W48 P86
Lansing, Mrs. Gerrit L. P10
Larson, Linda Lange
Lateef, Mrs. Victor P78
Lau, Thomas Kei Man and Irene Yau P19
Laurenso, Mrs. Karen
Lauritzen, Kimball B. P99
Lawrence, Mrs. Harry
Leachman, Gertrude Van Konynenburg P09
LeBlanc, Julie and Peter P16
Lee, David E. and Sonia P19
Lehman-Staehle, Mrs. Diane
Leonard, Mrs. Maury S.
Levandowski, Dr. Richard
* Levine, Allan and Karen P20
Lewis, Mrs. Leslie R.
Liberman, Jeff and Julie P11
Litchfield, Kathleen and John P16
Litterman, Mary
Lloyd, Jeffrey and Noreen
Looke, Carole and Jim P04
Lord, Graham and Noreen Goldman P09 P18
Love, Mildred L.
Lower, Margaret Goheen
Lowrey, Charles F. Jr. ‘79 P18 and
Susan Rodriguez P18
Ludwig, Margo
Lum, Mrs. Gene
Lummis, Emma and John P18

M
Maag, Michael P. ’09
Maag, Peter J. ‘12
Mack, Mrs. Lorna Carey
Mackay, Cynthia J., M.D.
Magnuder, Mr. and Mrs. Coe M. P08
Manischewitz, Sheila W59 P89 P91 P95
Mardy, Karen R. and Michael J. ’70 P07
Markfield, Roger and Caroline P09
Marks, Peter and Lynda
Marsh, Joan and Alan P82 P85 g13 g15
Marsh, Ann and Robert P14
Marshak, Mrs. Howard
Martin, Mrs. Thomas L.
Matula, Drs. Joseph and Maureen P09
Mawsley, Mary Lou
McCarthy, Paul M.
McCarthy, Terese
McCarthy, Tina and Ben
McCarty, Mrs. Thomas
McClelland, Mrs. Richard Lee
McFarland, Mrs. George C.
McGinnis, Lee Ann P13
McKenna, Laura and Marc
McMahon, Mrs. Frederic G.
McMahon, Mark and Lisa Fuller P13 GS, P17
Medved, Ms. Doris Stitz P92
Mihalopoulos, Maryann and Frank P18
Miller, Karen, L.
Mills, Beverly and Stephen C. ‘81 P16
Mimran, Jean-Claude P17
Mitchell, Mrs. Michael
Modica, Mrs. Angela Marie P99
(In memory of Richard F. Modica ‘99)
Mohammed, HRH Princess Firyal
Molson, Mrs. Jane
Monson, Lore, M.D.
Morgan, Barbara M. W44
Morgan, Mrs. Margaret C.
Morgan, Matthew P.’85 P15
Morrison, Angela
Moscow, Linda P92
Mulligan, Angela
Mullins, Mrs. Betsy
Murdoch, Mrs. William F. S52
Murphy, Mrs. Ruthard C. P85

N
Nahmias, Elizabeth P01
Neidig, William and Christy P08
Nemiroff, Mrs. Richard L. P93
Nichols, Nick and Linda P03
(In honor of P. Taylor Nichols ’03)
* Nicholson, Martin and Laja Holland P10
Niemisik, Walter and Julie Kaufman P06
Norbury, Dorothy and John P04
Nuchtern, Dr. Jed and Sharon Plon P15

* New Life Member
O
O’Boyle, Mary II P07
Offit, Dr. Emily Sonnenblick S77 P08 P15
Oppenheimer, Mark and Matilda P11
Otien, Evelyne B. P94 P99
Ouyang, Pei and Chiayi Fu P17

P
Paine, Els Neukermans’86 S85 P16 P19
Paine, Lisa Burdett’76 S75 P08
* Pansini, Mr. and Mrs. Michael P20
Parr, Mrs. Ronald
Paxton, John and Cecile Shepard P14
Pederson, Don and Shirley P10
Peng, Jian and Xiao Lei Guan P14
Perry, John W. P13
Pesaresi, Joseph and Mary
(In memory of Elizabeth K. Baumann P73
P76 g03 g07)
Petalas, Andreas and
Alexandra Vourekas P95 P97
Peters, Mrs. Calvin R.
Petito, David and Sally
Pike, Edith
Pike, Marilyn P14
Pivortto, Mary B. W52 P76 P77 g07 g10 x
Podos, Wendy W 58 P86 P03 P05
Pollack, Ann M. Barbaccia, M.D.
Polsky, Mrs. Cynthia P84
Porter, John H. P11
Portlock, Dr. Carol S. P01 P04
Powell, Shari L. P10
Prasad, Drs. Rahul and
Sharmila Majumdar P14
Presley, James and Deborah P15
Preyer, Marilyn P11
Priest, Donald E. P07
Pyenson, Rita M.
Pyle, Mrs. Charles McA. Jr.

Q
Quintero, Drs. Enrique and Laura P12

R
Ramos, Cecilia
Ramos, Mr. and Mrs. Santiago
Razook, Mary Jo P09
Reisinger, Jeana P18
Reses, Karen and Stephen P13
Reynolds, A.
Rice, Mrs. Susan E.
Rios, Jose Antonio and Maria Cristina P05
Roberts, Mrs. William
Rogers, Mrs. John B.
Rollins, Mrs. Gary W. P88
Rothstein, Ralph and Vivian
Rubin, Mrs. Susan
Rothstein, Ralph and Vivian
Rubin, Mrs. Susan

S
Saarel, Mrs. Douglas A. P87
Sakioka, George and Stephanie P08
Sassi, Mrs. Ronald A.
Schild, Mrs. Shirley Dichek
(In honor of Dr. Louis A. Pyle Jr.)
Schowalter, Jane Gregg
Scribner, Inez Z. S58 P88 g16
Sculco, Dr. and Mrs. Thomas P. P01 P04
Seaver, Mrs. R. Carlton
Sedgewick, Mrs. Linda P98 P01 P10
Sell, Dr. Brence and Janis P17
Sensenbrenner, Mrs. John P83
Shapiro, Mrs. Vivian B. S*63 *64 g16
Sherber, Edna G. P79
Sherrerd, Susan M. ‘86 P17 P21
Shifke, Pat and Mark P10
Siemens, Mrs. Peter von
Silberstein, Dr. and Mrs. Richard J. P07
Siliciano, Mrs. Deanna Danielson’80 P15 P17
Sittenfeld, Elizabeth C. B. and Paul G. ‘69
Skinner, William P.
Slattery, Michael and Patricia P16
Slocurn, Julie A. P12
Smith, Iris R.
Smitherman, Marijane and Barry P15 P17
Smucker, Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. P00
Solet, Dr. Jo M. P98
Solic, Dr. and Mrs. John J. ’72 P01
Sofer, Jamil and Lynn P11
Stanley, Clifford and Mary P09
Stark, Diana and J. Stuart Francis’74 P11 P13
Stein, Madeline and Isaac
Stephens, Eleanor M. P97
Stewart, Margaret B. P81
Stuart, Alexander and Robin P14
Stuart, Mrs. Sheila M. P92
Sutcliffe, Margaret A. P01
Suzuki, Kazuko ‘83 P14
Swain, Trudi Goheen
Swenson, Kurt and Elaine
Sword, Sally Pitcher ’81 W46 P76
Taiclet, Carol and James Jr.*84 P20
Talel, Eva P10
Tang, Patricia
Taylor, Margaret T.
Taylor, Patricia
Thomas, Millicent B. S51
Tokita, Toni Lee
Tomlinson, Mrs. James F.
Trumbull, Mrs. Walter H.
Turco, Thomas J. and Susan Itzkowitz P07

Ughetta, Bill ’82 S82 P11 P19
Ughetta, Margaret ’82 S82 P11 P19
Urciuoli, Mrs. J. Arthur P93

Van Dusen, Mr. and Mrs. Duncan W.

Wachter, William and Carol P08 P11
Wallace, Marjorie G. S55 P84
Walsh, Robin L.
Wang, Gang and Xiaoling Li
Wang, Qizhen and Shaoping P19
Waterbury, Susan Porter P11
Webb, Barbara Koehn
Webb, David and Nancy
Weinberg, Shifra P95 P99 P03
Weiner, Dr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
Weinstein, Lynn Greene P09
Wendell, Lynn Mellen ’77 S72 P03 P11

Wentworth, Finn and Kim P09
Wess, Patricia and Edward P09
Weston, Helen and Richard P09
Weyerhaeuser, William and Gail
Whiteley, Mr. and Mrs. H. Norman P94
Wintersteen, Mrs. George F. S64
Wintersteen, Mrs. H. Jeremy W57
Wintersteen, Mr. James McIlhenny S54
Wintersteen, Mrs. John S53
Witmer, Meryl and Chuck P20
Wood, Peggy and Arthur Jr. P09
Woods, Pamela
Wu, Lady Ivy Kwok P94
Wylly Family P08
Wynne, Mr. and Mrs. John O. ’67 P98 P04

Xu, Chibing and Sainan Feng P10

Yates, Linda and Jack P07
Yeh, Yuchih
Yetter, Paul and Patricia P16
Yoon, Mrs. H. H.
Yu, Dr. and Mrs. Chung-Cheng
Yu, Dr. Thomas and Tracy Ku P16

Zanolli, Lenora Paler P84
Zawadsky, Marilyn M. W51 P81 P93 g20
Zaziski, Rich and Mindy P09
Zhang, Hua and Jing Hao P20
Zhang, Liangmin P15
Zullow, Dr. Harold and Robin P17

*New Life Member

DECEASED LIFE MEMBERS

Abt, Mrs. Harold
Ackley, Mrs. Alexander McF.
Adler, Mrs. Sidney
Agnelli, Mrs. Giovanni
Andrews, Mrs. Edward Sr.
Armour, Mrs. Laurance H. Jr.

Ball, Mrs. Frank C.
Barr, Mrs. John
Baumann, Mrs. Elizabeth K.
Braman, Mrs. Chester Alwyn
Braman, Mrs. Grenville D.
Brokaw, Mrs. Roberts W.
Brook, Mrs. John H.
Brown, Mrs. Alexander
Brown, Mrs. Edward W.
Brown, Mrs. Marshall L.
Brown, Mrs. Ralph Manning Jr.
Bruce, Mrs. Mellon

Bullion, Mrs. Stuart H.
Bush, Mrs. Harry L.
Butcher, Mrs. W.W. Keen
Buttenheim, Elizabeth R.

Callard, Mrs. Henry H.
Carpenter, Mrs. W. S. Jr.
Carton, Mrs. Alfred T.
Carton, Mrs. Laurence R.
Chandler, Mrs. George A.
Chester, Mrs. Hawley T.
Cist, Mary Schaefer
Chisom, Mrs. George E.
Coburn, Mrs. John B.
Coates, Mrs. J. Lloyd
Cohler, Dr. Jonas R. Jr.
Constable, Betty
Constantine, Contessa Frida
Cook, Mrs. William Mason
Cottier, Mrs. Hamilton
Curtis, Mrs. Arthur W.
Cutting, Mrs. Hurlbut Barnes
Cuyler, Miss Eleanor DeGraff

D
Danforth, Mrs. Donald
Davis, Mrs. J. Lionberger
Decker, Mrs. Francis K.
Dickinson, Mrs. Hunt Tilford
Disston, Mrs. Jacob S. Sr.
Dodds, Mrs. Harold W.
Dodge, Mrs. Bayard
Dodge, Mrs. Cleveland E.
Dodge, Mrs. M. Hartley
Douglas, Mrs. Archibald Hugh
Douglas, Mrs. James H.
Dutton, Mrs. George R. Jr.

E
Earle, Mrs. Eldon H. Jr.
Earle, Mrs. Walter K.
Elkins, Mrs. James A. Jr.
Elkins, Mr. James A. III
Elukin, Mrs. Edward
English, Mrs. Woodruff J.
Eppley, Mrs. Marion
Erdman, Mrs. C. Pardee
Erdman, Judith Peck

F
Finney, Mrs. George G.
Firestone, Mrs. Harvey S.
Fisher, Mrs. Gordon
Ford, Mrs. Edsel
Fowler, Shirley B.
Frelinghuysen, Mrs. Peter H. B.
Friedman, Mrs. A. E. Robert
Fritsch, Mrs. Eleanor A.

G
Garrett, Mrs. Harrison
Geisel, Mrs. John M.
Gengler, Mrs. Herbert B.
Glass, Mrs. Bernice E.
Goheen, Margaret Skelly
Golfinos, Mrs. Argyrios J.
Goodman, Mrs. William Owen
Gourary, Mrs. Paul
Gregory, Mrs. Vincent L. Jr.
Gridley, Mrs. Henry W.
Gulick, Mr. Archibald A.
Gwinner, Mrs. E. W.

H
Habif, Mrs. David V.
Hamid, Mrs. George A. Sr.
Hamill, Mrs. Samuel M.
Hanker, Mrs. Edward J.
Harbison, Mrs. Frederick H.
Harvey, Mrs. C. M.
Hauslohner, Mrs. Robert A.
Helm, Mrs. Harold H.
Hillman, Mrs. John Hartwell Jr.
Hilton, Mrs. James Carroll
Hirsh, Mrs. Leonard F.

I
Irwin, Mrs. Jane Watson
Irwin, Mrs. John N. II

J
Jacobs, Mrs. Arthur H.
Jones, Mrs. B. F. Jr.
Jones, Miss Gwethalyn

K
Kerney, Mrs. James
Kershaw, Lois Ruby
King, Mrs. Frederick P.
Kirk, Helen L.
Kitzis, Mrs. Stanley
Knapp, Mrs. J. Merrill
Krebs, Mrs. Frank J. V.

L
Laflin, Mrs. Louise F.
Lambert, Mrs. Samuel W. Jr.
Lauck, Mrs. Peter III
Laughlin, Mrs. Ledlie I.
Laughlin, Carin Moore
Lee, Mrs. Rensselaer W.
Lenzner, Mrs. Joseph B.
Lockhart, Mrs. James H.
Lowrey, Mrs. Charles F.
Lowrie, Mrs. Walter
Lynn, Mrs. Henry S.
Lutz, Mrs. George W.

M
Mathey, Mrs. Gertrude
Winans
Matthews, Marie L.
McAlpin, Mrs. David H.
McKelvy, Mrs. Robert
Meers, Mrs. Henry W.
Meledin, Mrs. Henry L.
Mellon, Mrs. Rachel Lambert
Mellon, Mrs. William L.
Menendez, Mrs. J. E.
Merle-Smith, Mrs. Van
Santvoord
Mestres, Mrs. Riccardo A.
Montgomery, Mrs. Robert H.
Morgan, Mrs. Alexander P.
Morgan, Mildred Underwood
Morgan, Mrs. Sherley W.
Mor timer, Mrs. Stanley C.

N
Nicholas, Mrs. Anthony
Norris, Mrs. Ernest Eden

O
Oates, Mrs. James F. Jr.
Onken, Dr. Deborah Smith

P
Peaslee, Mrs. David C.
Pentland, Mrs. Robert Jr.
Perkins, Mrs. Courtland D.
Petersen, Mrs. Walfred H.
Pitney, Mrs. John O. H.
Platten, Mrs. Donald C.
Pollock, Elizabeth Maclean
Pompa, Barbara
Pong, Gloria C.
Porterfield, Mrs. M. H. Jr.
Poste, Mrs. J. R.
Powers, Mrs. Charles A.
Prentice, Mrs. William Kelly
Pyne, Mrs. M. Taylor
Pyne, Mrs. Moses Taylor Jr.

Q
Quistgaard-Petersen, Mrs. A.
Rand, Mrs. Isaac
Rea, Mrs. William H.
Redmond, Mrs. Henry
Rentschler, Mrs. Gordon S.
Rice, Mrs. Joseph A.
Ricketts, Miss Henrietta G.
Ridgway, Mrs. William C. II
Rockefeller, Mrs. John D. III
Rockefeller, Mrs. Laurance S.
Roebling, Mrs. Ferdinand W. Jr.
Rose, Mrs. H. Chapman
Rose, Mrs. Henry Nelson
Russell, Mrs. Archibald Douglas
Russell, Mrs. Archibald Douglas Sr.

Salerno, Helen M.
Sanford, Elizabeth M.
Schaeffer, Mrs. Sarah L.
Schiff, Charlene P.
Schmitz, Mrs. Herbert Albert
Schmucki, Phyllis R.
Schroeder, Sharon Lee
Schullinger, Mrs. Rudolph N.

Seeger, Mrs. Stanley J.
Seifer, Mrs. Morris
Seipp, Mrs. Edwin A.
Sexton, Mrs. Dorrance
Shea, Mrs. McDonald
Sherrerd, Mr. John J. F.
Sherrerd, Mrs. John J. F.
Short, Mrs. Winthrop A.
Shumway, Mrs. Edward De Witt
Slusser, Mr. Jesse A.
Smith, Mrs. Margaret Righter
Spangenberg, Mrs. Donald T.
Solomon, Mrs. Ezra Stuart, Mrs. John Stuart, Mrs. R. Douglas

Talley, Mrs. Franz G.
Tallman, Mrs. Gene
Taplin, Mrs. Frank E.
Tarzian, Mrs. Sarkes
Tiers, Mrs. Lindley W.
Tiryakian, Keghinée A.

2017 HONOR ROLL
Membership for 30 or more years

Mrs. Sarah N. Ackerman P86 (32)
Mrs. Fernando Aenlle-Rocha P83 (36)
  d. October 28, 2016
Mrs. Richmond F. Allan P81 (30)
  d. September 3, 2009
The Lawrence M. Baskir Family '59 P96 P03 (56)
Mrs. Elizabeth K. Baumann P86 g16 (31)
  d. July 20, 2010 Life Member
Mrs. Hilary M. Boyle P86 (35)
Mrs. Amelia L. Calaway P65 (45) d. April 3, 2011
Mr. Frederick Cammerzell Ill '72 (35)
Mrs. Shu H. Chang P85 (34)
Mrs. Florence E. Clouse P81 (34)
  d. December 22, 2016
Mrs. Phyllis Linda Cobianchi P86 (34)
Mrs. Juliet Diamond P62 (43) d. April 27, 2009
Georganna D. Dickson P73 (36)
  d. January 16, 2012
Mrs. Richard K. Dortzbach S59 P91 P93 (31)
Ellie Einhorn P87 g16 (31)
Mrs. Jane V. Engel P86 g19 g21 (36)
  Life Member
Mrs. Mary Z. Fockler P81 g17 (37)
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Forrence (32)
Mr. Claus H. Frank '69 (53)
Charlotte Pickman Gertz P63 (57)
Mrs. George Golanty P62 (44)
  d. March 24, 2010
Mrs. Arthur Goorin P78 (38)
  d. August 24, 2013
Mrs. Laura Grace P87 (31)
Ms. Sheila Herman P88 (33)
Mrs. Elaine Isaacson P87 P89 (32)
Nancy H. Keuffel P91 P94 P98 (30)
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kilpatrick P92 (30)

The Auxiliary to the Isabella McCosh Infirmary uhsaux@princeton.edu
2017 HONOR ROLL (CONTINUED)

Mrs. Ralph R. Landes P73 (36)
  d. June 13, 2007
Mrs. Rita Landau (31) d. April 30, 2009
Gladys M. Lekson P70 (41)
  d. January 21, 2014
Mrs. Frank G. Lesure P87 (33)
Mr. Stanley M. Levin P81 (36)
  d. June 29, 2014
Ethel Evans Lipsitz W55 P86 (34)
Alan and Joan Marsh P82 P85 g13 g15 g18
  (30) Life Members
Mrs. Clara S. McGonigal P88 g13 g15 (34)
Mrs. Louise Merle P72 (34)
Amy Lamborn Mills P84 (33)
  d. November 26, 2016
Mrs. David S. (Adella F.) Molnia (34)
  d. August 13, 2010
Elisabeth Morgan S46 P85 g15 (33)
Mrs. Rénee P. Moss P78 (37)
Nina Liccione Murphy P79 (35)
  d. August 31, 2011
Julia O’Gorman P83 (33)
  d. September 9, 2015
Mrs. Eve W. Paul P78 (40)
  d. July 21, 2016
Mrs. Virginia E. Perry P79 (35)
Mrs. Jean S. Petersen P79 P82 g10 (45)
Mrs. Joseph M. Potts II P72 (41)
  d. June 18, 2012
Mrs. Ralph J. Pschunder P72 (37)
  d. March 4, 2013
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Rechtschaffen
  P75 P78 (43)
  Florence d. February 9, 2014
  Bernard d. March 26, 2015
Mrs. Harold L. Richman P78 (37)
Mrs. Dortha M. Roberson P77 (39)
  d. May 31, 2017
Ruth A. Rubin W57 P82 (32) d. April 6, 2013
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome M. Rubenstein P78 (39)
Helen M Salerno P84 (32) Life Member
  d. October 23, 2014
Phyllis R. Schmucki W41 P74 P77 P82
  g07 (50) Life Member d. May 15, 2018
Mrs. Martin E. (Edith L.) Segal (45)
  d. June 28, 2011
Mrs. Marion C. Shamos P68 (48)
  d. August 17, 2013
Edna Sherber P79 (34) Life Member
Mrs. Dolores Szablak P79 (41)
Mrs. Edith Taubman P82 (39)
Mrs. Gertrude Ungar P74 (48)
Mrs. Roger C. Ward (41) d. April 14, 2013
Mrs. Norma Warfield P72 (39)
  d. November 2, 2017
Mrs. Adele Warren P64 (59)
Mr. Seth Washburn P80 (36)
  d. January 17, 2016
Mr. Morris Weinberg (47)
  d. January 13, 2015
Mrs. Martin Weis P81 (31)
Mrs. Diane Weston P84 (36)
Mr. and Mrs. James Youngelson ’57 P90 (64)
Mrs. Sylvia Zorowitz P77 (32)

FROM A STUDENT

“Throughout my care, the doctors and nurses and their care teams have continued to demonstrate a high standard of care beyond my expectations. I am grateful for so many of these individuals at McCosh Health Center that took care of me during this difficult illness.”